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My journey

I dreamt of a return to a purer world...



1st July 1989

I arrived to take up a research assistant position on an EU-funded
project (IMSE) in the Department of Computer Science at the
University of Edinburgh with a plan to take a PhD part-time.
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At that time the Department of Computer Science consisted of:

The LFCS The Computer Systems Group (CSG)
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A noble quest...

How do you become eligible to join the LFCS?



Proving myself worthy
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Proving theorems



The IMSE project

The IMSE project aimed to build an Integrated Modelling
Support Environment for performance models.

The objective was to make it easier to reuse models and even
build composite models by linking the output of one model as
the input to another, even when the models were developed in
different formalisms.

There was also support for experimentation on models with
experiments defined by a model, a set of parameters and a set
of outputs. These were linked in the environment.

The formalisms considered were queueing networks,
generalised stochastic Petri nets and simulation models.
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Greener pastures...

Through reading and attending seminars I discovered process
calculi and fell in love!
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The PEPA project

The PEPA project was motivated by problems encountered
when carrying out performance analysis of large computer and
communication systems, based on numerical analysis of
Markov processes as developed in IMSE.

Process algebras offered a compositional description technique
supported by apparatus for formal reasoning.

Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) sought to
address these problems by the introduction of a suitable
process algebra.

The PEPA project sought to investigate and exploit the
interplay between the process algebra and the continuous time
Markov chain (CTMC).
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Performance Evaluation Process Algebra

Models are constructed from components which engage in
activities.
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Integrated analysis

Qualitative verification can now be complemented by
quantitative verification:

Reachability analysisModel checking
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The thesis

I completed my dissertation at the end of 1993 and took up a
post-doctoral fellowship in the LFCS in 1994.



And the project continues...



And they all lived happily ever after...

I was very honoured to serve as Director of the LFCS 2011-2014.
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How do you become eligible to join the LFCS?

Just by wanting to!


